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Abstract: Coastal sediment can be classified by functional bottom type, depending on whether cohesive fine material is eroded (E), 
transported (T) or deposited/accumulated (A) there. The assessment of such bottom dynamic conditions is useful in many ways, includ-
ing as a fundament for structuring mass balance models. In this paper more than 200 recently investigated Swedish coastal areas 
were analyzed using geographic information systems (GIS). Statistical relationships between morphometry, the average proportion 
of A-areas (BA) and the average critical depth (DTA), which separates ET-areas from A-areas, were investigated. Many morphometric 
parameters showed significant correlation with both BA and DTA and multiple regression models were obtained that could explain much 
of the variation in these parameters. Parameters describing sheltering effects from islands, mean depth and mean slope were important 
in this context. Large differences were found in empirical BA-values from two different sources. Furthermore, a new empirical dataset 
was presented for 209 Swedish coastal areas.
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Introduction
Mass balance models and different types of  budget 
calculations are important tools in coastal science and 
management to understand how coastal areas func-
tion and for prediction of the response to changes in 
pollution load and to different remedial measures.1–5 
Many pollutants and other substances have a high 
affinity for cohesive fine material6,7 and when per-
forming mass balance modeling it is thus vital to 
account for interactions between the water and the 
sediment.8–12 Examples of such interactions are sedi-
mentation and resuspension due to influence from 
waves. Waves displace sediment down to a certain 
depth and this depth varies with the wave height and 
wave length.13,14 In mass balance modeling, and also 
other types of investigations, it is important to dis-
tinguish between bottom areas where cohesive fine 
material is continuously deposited and not eroded 
(accumulation areas, A) from bottom areas where 
the same material is continuously or discontinuously 
eroded (areas of erosion and transportation, ET).15 
The distribution of these different bottom types in a 
lake or coastal area is referred to as bottom dynamic 
 conditions.  Determination of bottom dynamic con-
ditions and sediment types is also useful in map-
ping habitats for submersed vegetation, fish and 
other biota.16–18 Determination of bottom dynamic 
conditions can be achieved using a side scan sonar, 
sediment echo sounder or multibeam echo sounder 
in combination with field sampling of sediment 
cores.19–22 Different sediment types reflect the sound 
waves from the hydroacoustic devices  differently. 
If the hydroacoustic equipment is linked to a navi-
gational system, preliminary maps showing the dis-
tribution of different sediment types can be drawn. 
Sediment samples are collected for visual inspection 
and chemical analyses in order to confirm which of 
the functional sediment types is present. One method 
for establishing the functional sediment type is to 
analyze the content of water and organic matter in 
the upper layer; if these are above certain values, the 
sediment is considered A-sediment. According to 
Håkanson and Rosenberg,23 a water content above 
75% and/or a loss of ignition above 10% can be used 
as a rule of thumb to identify A-sediment in coastal 
areas. Field measurements of bottom dynamic con-
ditions may produce accurate results, but require 
extensive and costly field work. Hence, any method 

that can estimate the distribution of different bottom 
types in a coastal area without having to perform 
field work would be useful.

The depth down to which waves displace cohesive 
fine sediment (the wave base) varies, both with time 
and with location within a coastal area. Periods with 
strong winds lower the wave base and decrease areas 
of accumulation. Conversely, during periods with 
calm weather the wave base is less deep than normal 
and sediment can be accumulated over larger areas 
than usual. However, for each location it is possible 
to identify a depth that over longer periods of time 
separates cohesive fine sediments affected by wave 
action (ET-areas) from sediments not affected by 
wave action13 (A-areas). Such a depth can be averaged 
and identified for a whole lake or a whole coastal area 
and is then called the theoretical wave base (wb), or 
the critical depth15 (DTA). With a correct estimation 
of DTA and an accurate bathymetric model, estima-
tion of bottom dynamic conditions can be made with 
good precision. In mass balance modeling it has been 
shown to be useful to use the same depth for separat-
ing ET-areas from A-areas as for separation of sur-
face water from deep water.10,24 Thus the calculation 
or estimation of the critical depth and the wave base 
is an important part of mass balance modeling since 
it is a relevant separator of both sediment types and 
water masses in such models.

Håkanson and Jansson15 estimated DTA for whole 
lakes based on the surface water area (A), Eq. 1. This 
simplified approach is motivated because the maxi-
mum fetch is related to the surface area.

 
D A

ATA = ⋅
+

45 7
21 4

.
.

 (1)

Eq. 1 was developed for lakes, and could pos-
sibly be applied to very enclosed coastal areas. In 
more open coastal areas the critical depth is not just 
a result of the fetch in the coastal area itself, but also 
of the fetch reaching the area from large adjacent 
basins or the sea. To be able to use Eq. 1 in more open 
coastal areas, Håkanson and Eklund24 added exposure 
(Ex = 100 ⋅ At/A; At = total cross sectional area) to 
the equation, Eq. 2. In that way they accounted for 
the fact that a high exposure (openness) lowers the 
wave base. Since the parameter in that investigation 
is a collective parameter used for both separation of 
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sediment types and water masses, it will be denoted 
wb also in this paper.

 
wb A

A
Ex= ⋅

+
⋅
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0 25.
. .

.

 (2)

From the definition of the different bottom types 
it is evident that the distribution of the E-, T- and 
 A-bottom areas depends on waves and bathymetry, 
which determines the size of areas that are above/
below the wave base. However, in addition to waves, 
bottom currents can also cause movement and resus-
pension of sediment below the wave base.25 On 
slopes, less force is needed to move sediment and 
when slopes are really steep, very little influence is 
needed to induce erosion and transport of sediment. 
Thus, steep sloping areas can cause the occurrence 
of ET-areas below the wave base. The critical incli-
nation above which this occurs depends on sediment 
characteristics like size.26 According to Håkanson and 
Jansson15 slope induced transport of cohesive fine 
sediment occur at slopes steeper than 4%–5%.

Previous efforts to predict bottom dynamic condi-
tions of coastal areas using GIS and statistical methods 
include Persson and Håkanson27 and Bekkby et al.28,29 
Brydsten30 modeled bottom dynamic conditions in 
two large basins of the Baltic Sea using bathymetry 
and wind data. Studies of bottom dynamic condi-
tions in the Baltic Sea, resuspension and the relation 
to waves were also performed by Jönsson et al.31 
Lindgren32 investigated correlation between different 
morphometric parameters and bottom dynamic con-
ditions with focus on openness and sheltering effects 
from islands. This paper will use a similar approach to 
Persson and Håkanson.27 That investigation was based 
on data from 38 Baltic coastal areas while the cur-
rent investigation extends to 69 Swedish coastal areas 
and includes several new morphometric  parameters. 
A large data set of more than 200  Swedish coastal 
areas is also included, but with a more limited amount 
of morphometric data.

The overall aim of this work is to study bottom 
dynamic conditions and the critical depth as well as 
the factors affecting them. This will be achieved by 
first using GIS-based analysis to obtain morphomet-
ric properties of whole, well-delimited, coastal areas. 
Statistical analysis will then be used to  investigate 
possible statistical relationships between these 

parameters, bottom dynamic conditions and the criti-
cal depth. The second aim is to find ways of estimat-
ing bottom dynamic conditions and the critical depth 
for whole, well delimited, coastal areas solely from 
morphometric parameters calculated from maps and 
sea charts.

Materials and Methods
Study areas and empirical data  
on bottom dynamic conditions
Empirical data on bottom dynamic conditions from 
69 Swedish coastal areas21,27 (referred to as focus 
areas) were used in the statistical analysis, Table 1, 
Figure 1A. The data in Persson and Håkanson27 
were obtained using a low frequency echo-sounder 
and surface sediment sampling while Jonsson et al21 
used a combination of side scan sonar, sediment 
echo sounder and navigational echo sounder in con-
junction with sediment samples. Sediment map data 
based on empirical measurements (scale 1:100 000) 
were obtained from the marine geological map data-
base of the Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU, © 
Sveriges geologiska undersökning). Those were ana-
lyzed and recalculated to bottom dynamic conditions 
for 209 coastal areas, Figure 1B. Of those areas, 202 
had measurements covering at least 80% of each area 
(measurement cover) and 182 also had hypsographic 
data and were thus used in the statistical analysis. 
The sediment data from SGU were acquired using 
a combination of different hydro-acoustic measure-
ments, different types of sediment sampling, video 
and highly detailed equipment for positioning.

Morphometric parameters
Based on previous studies27,32 morphometric param-
eters that could possibly influence bottom dynamic 
conditions were selected for analysis (Table 2). More 
detailed descriptions of these parameters can be 
found in Persson and Håkanson,27 Persson et al33 and 
Lindgren.32 Note that some parameter abbreviations 
agree with the more recent publications and may 
hence differ slightly from Persson and Håkanson.27

The filter factor (Ff) is a type of wave fetch 
index34,35 that has shown correlation with bottom 
dynamic conditions in Swedish coastal areas.27,32 
 Different simplifications of the filter factor were 
investigated by Lindgren32 using a smaller dataset 
(n = 29). Here similar tests were performed using data 
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from the 69 focus areas. Two other ways of describing 
openness and the sheltering effect from islands were 
tested by Lindgren32 with good results. The first was 
the proportion of land (islands) in a 90° circle sector 
(InsO, %), aimed from the centre of the coastal area 
towards the sea. This parameter was also used in this 
study, with both 10 km and 30 km radius. The sec-
ond parameter was created by spreading five points 
evenly across each coastal area and then calculating 
the total fetch by drawing a number of lines in all 
directions from each point. This parameter (denoted 
5p) and a new variant, using 10 points per area and 
256 lines around each point (denoted 10p) were used 

in this study. It was also desirable to test an approach 
where many points are evenly spread over the whole 
coastal area with lines drawn from each point. How-
ever, the computational demand of this approach was 
too high for the available hardware and was thus not 
possible.

In order to test whether a critical inclination could 
be found for the occurrence of slope induced erosion 
and transport all 69 focus areas were analyzed and 
the proportions of each area with a slope above 5% 
and 10% were calculated and used in the statistical 
analysis. These two inclinations were based on val-
ues from Håkanson and Jansson15 and Rowan et al.26

Table 1. empirical data on bottom dynamic conditions from Persson and håkanson27 a) and Jonsson et al.21 b). The num-
bers of the areas (the ‘focus areas’) correspond to the map in Figure 1.

nr Area BA (%) source nr Area BA (%) source
1 Fabriksviken 7 a 36 Vaxholmsfjärden 33 b
2 Kylören 0 a 37 Älgöfjärd 48 b
3 norrbyskär 28 a 38 Ö Saxarfjärden 58 b
4 Rönnskär 7 a 39 himmerfjärden 21 b
5 Ångermanfjorden 71 b 40 näslandsfjärden 49 b
6 Fälön 35 a 41 Stussviken 66 b
7 hallstavik 56 a 42 Tvären 59 b
8 hargshamn 43 a 43 Aspöfjärden 32 b
9 Kallriga ii 6 a 44 Bondekrok 34 b
10 Källsön 28 a 45 Dalvåmmen 42 b
11 Malören 34 a 46 eknön 60* b
12 Medholmen 40 a 47 gropviken 51 b
13 Raggarön 28 a 48 gräsmarö 40 a
14 Singöfjärden 32 b 49 hålfjärden 27 b
15 norrtäljeviken 38 b 50 Kullskärsdjupet 32 b
16 Baggensfjärden 45 b 51 Kärrfjärden 15 b
17 Bulleröfjärden 38 b 52 L. Rimmö 27 a
18 edöfjärden 40 b 53 Lagnöströmmen 8 a
19 erstaviken 45 b 54 Lindersfjärden 59 b
20 Farstaviken 39 b 55 Lönshuvudfjärden 29 b
21 gälnan 51 b 56 Orren 38 b
22 Fj. S. om Vaxholm 36 b 57 Slätbaken 57 b
23 Kanholmsfjärden 47 b 58 Trännöfjärden 48 b
24 norra Lilla Värtan 49 b 59 Ålö-Melö 6 a
25 Södra Lilla Värtan 45 b 60 Boköfjärd 4 a
26 Möja Söderfjärd 47 b 61 guövik 35 a
27 nassafjärden 42 b 62 Järnavik 0 a
28 Saltsjön 50 b 63 Matvik 0 a
29 Skagsfjärden 32 b 64 Ronneby 23 a
30 Skatfjärden 41 b 65 Spjutsö 2 a
31 Solöfjärden 79 b 66 Tärnö 0 a
32 Torsbyfjärden 50 b 67 Långökilen 6 a
33 Trälhavet 24 b 68 Starekilen 14 a
34 Träsköfjärden 39 b 69 Tjärnökilen 21 a
35 V Saxarfjärden 41 b

notes: *Value obtained by digitizing the map in Jonsson et al.21
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The approach to calculate wb in Eq. 2 was used 
for comparison with estimates of DTA. A second vari-
ant was also tested where the expression to lower the 
wave base was altered to adapt to the upper class limit 
of very enclosed areas suggested by Lindgren and 
Håkanson36 (Ex = 0.02), which gives:

 
wb A

A
Ex2 45 7

21 4 0 02

0 25

= ⋅
+

⋅





.
. .

.
 (3)

These two wb variants and bathymetric data were 
then used to calculate the area under each wb vari-
ant (Awb, Awb2). Both the wb variants and the cor-
responding areas were included in the statistical 
analysis.

All morphometric parameters described were cal-
culated, using ArcGIS 9.3, for the 69 focus areas in 
Table 1. Bathymetric information was digitized from 

navigational sea charts (scale 1:50 000) and digital 
coast line data with scale 1:50 000 were used for the 
Swedish coast (© Lantmäteriet Gävle 2011. Grant I 
2011/0100). For calculation of fetch lengths off the 
Swedish coast, data from the Global Self-consistent, 
Hierarchical, High resolution Shoreline Database37 
(GSHHS) were used that have a working scale of 
1:100 000 at best. The same boundaries were used as 
in the investigations from which the empirical bot-
tom dynamic condition data emanate (maps available 
in Wallin et al,38 Persson et al33 and Jonsson et al21). 
It should be noted that some of the investigated areas 
in Jonsson et al21 do not have boundaries drawn at 
sills or bathymetric ridges.

evaluation of empirical bottom dynamic  
condition data
It is difficult to assess the uncertainty of empirical 
BA-values since the values result from a complex 

Figure 1. A) Location of areas with BA-data from Persson and håkanson27 and Jonsson et al,21 n = 69; B) areas with BA-data available from SgU, 
n = 209.
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multi-step process, which to some degree includes 
human judgment. However, for 33 of the focus areas 
in Table 1 sediment maps were also available from 
a second source (the SGU). Hence, values of bot-
tom dynamic conditions (BA, %) were calculated 
using the maps from SGU and these new data were 
compared with the corresponding values in Table 1 
to obtain an estimate of the uncertainty in empirical 
BA-data.

Derivation of statistical bottom dynamic 
condition models
The statistical analyses that were performed include 
simple linear correlation and (forward stepwise) mul-
tiple regression. These are both relatively simple sta-
tistical standard methods and hence the theory behind 
these is not explained here in detail, although some 
considerations are discussed. For more information 
about background theory and the advice and practices 

Table 2. investigated morphometric parameters. For detailed descriptions see Persson and håkanson27 and Lindgren.32

Type parameter Unit Description
Length l km coastal length
Length L km Total shore length
Length P km Perimeter
Length W km Mean width
Area/volume Atot km2 Total area (both water and islands)
Area/volume A km2 Water surface area
Area/volume Ab km2 3-dimensional bottom area
Area/volume Ab3 km2 Bottom area above 3 m
Area/volume Au3 km2 Bottom area below 3 m
Area/volume V km3 Water volume
Depth Dm m Mean depth
Depth O10 m m Mean depth below 10 m
Depth Dmax m Maximum depth
Form/shape Vd Form factor, volume development = 3 ⋅ Dm/Dmax
Form/shape DR Dynamic ratio, relative depth = Sqrt(A)/Dm
Form/shape xm % Mean slope
Form/shape xm5 % Proportion of areas with a slope .5%
Form/shape xm10 % Proportion of areas with a slope .10%
islands Ai km2 Area of enclosed islands
islands im km2 Mean size of islands
islands ins % insulocity, proportion of islands
islands li km island shore length
islands n number of enclosed islands
Wave base wb m critical depth/theoretical wave base, as in eq. 2
Wave base wb2 m critical depth/theoretical wave base, as in eq. 3
Wave base Owb m Mean depth under wb
Wave base Owb2 m Mean depth under wb2
Wave base Awb km2 Bottom area under wb
Wave base Awb2 km2 Bottom area under wb2
Openness Op % Proportion of boundary that consists of water (sounds)
Openness At km2 Total cross sectional area (of all boundary sounds)
Openness n number of openings/sounds
Openness n10 number of openings with a sill depth .10 m
Openness n100 number of openings with a cross sectional area .100 m2

Openness ex exposure (= 100 ⋅ At/A)
Openness Ff km3 Filter factor
Openness MFf Mean filter factor (= Ff/n)
Openness FfL km Summed length of filter factor lines
Openness 5p m 5-point filter factor alternative
Openness 10p m 10-point filter factor alternative, similar to 5p
Openness insO 10 km % Proportion of islands in a circle sector outside, r = 10 km
Openness insO 30 km % Proportion of islands in a circle sector outside, r = 30 km
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followed, please refer to, eg, Ryan,39,40 Weisberg41 
and Rubin.42 Stability tests were also performed as 
described by Håkanson and Peters,43 who discussed 
many practical considerations and provided good 
advice on the subject. The statistical software Statis-
tica was used for all statistical analysis.

When performing linear regression and stepwise 
multiple regression (SMR), some assumptions and 
requirements need to be met. One of the more impor-
tant is that the included parameters need to be nor-
mally distributed.42–44 Other assumptions include that 
the error terms (residuals) should also be normally 
distributed and independent.40 The frequency distri-
butions of all parameters were hence first checked 
for normality by investigating the histograms (with 
additional support from normality tests) and those 
not normally distributed were transformed. The vari-
ants that were most normally distributed were then 
used in the statistical analysis.  Correlation between 
each parameter and BA was tested and SMR was then 
used to obtain statistical models with BA as target 
(dependent) parameter and all morphometric param-
eters as independent variables. Residual analysis 
was performed to ensure that the other assumptions 
were met. The outcome of a SMR is dependent on 
the range of the included variables and one, or a few, 
outliers can alter the result significantly. An outlier 
is an observation that deviates clearly from the rest 
of the sample in which it occurs. What is considered 
a clear deviation is subjective and may vary from 
investigation to investigation. When studying coastal 
areas with many properties using multiple regression 
the definition becomes more complex. One way of 
defining outliers is by using the  “three-sigma rule” 
stating that for a normal distribution nearly all values 
(≈99.7%) lie within 3 standard deviations (3σ) of the 
mean. If n is not very small, this rule can be used 
in multiple regression by looking at the standard-
ized residuals and cases with standardized residuals 
. 3σ can be considered outliers.45 The dataset was 
hence searched for outliers, both in the raw data, but 
also using residual analysis. Finally, the models were 
tested using a type of stability test43 where a ran-
dom selection of coastal areas (here about 10% ≈7) 
were removed repeatedly (10 times). Each time a 
new SMR-model was calculated and differences 
in r2-value, intercept and model coefficients were 
studied.

The inclusion of several parameters in the SMR 
model that are too internally correlated (multicol-
linearity) may make it difficult to find causal interpre-
tations of the obtained model and in extreme cases it 
may cause errors in the analysis.39,40,42 Hence, internal 
correlation among the model parameters was investi-
gated using an r-rank matrix. The choice of r-value to 
use as a cutoff point is a difficult decision. The limit 
for belonging to the same cluster (r = 0.5)43 is too strict 
to be used in this context. According to Rubin42 the 
cutoff point when multicollinearity becomes a prob-
lem varies and can be set at, eg, r = 0.60, 0.80 or even 
0.90. Rubin recommended exclusion of a parameter 
if r . 0.90, but here r = 0.75 was used. In this way 
inclusion of redundant variables was avoided.

The statistical analysis described above was first 
performed on the 69 focus areas. For 33 of these areas, 
BA-values were available from two sources (Persson 
and Håkanson27 or Jonsson et al21 and SGU) and for 
those areas mean values were used. It would certainly 
be valuable if it were possible to obtain an estimate 
of bottom dynamic conditions using only very simple 
and widely available parameters, ie, without having 
to perform extensive GIS analysis first. In an attempt 
to explore this, BA was calculated for the 202 coastal 
areas with at least 80% measurement cover, based on 
the maps from SGU. For this the boundaries used in 
the Swedish Sea Registry46,47 were applied. For these 
areas the following morphometric parameters are 
available in the Sea Registry: A, V, Dm, Dmax and 
At. From these parameters some other simple param-
eters, like Vd and DR, could also be calculated. This 
much larger dataset, with a limited number of mor-
phometric parameters, was used in a similar statisti-
cal analysis to that described in the previous section.

Approximation of the critical depth
Using empirical data on bottom dynamic conditions 
and hypsographs, created from bathymetric data, it 
is possible to calculate an empirical estimate of the 
critical depth, DTA. This estimate is then defined as 
the depth under which the area is equal to the mea-
sured area of accumulation, assuming that all A-areas 
are situated on the deepest bottoms. The calculation 
of DTA was done for the 69 focus areas and for 201 
of the SGU areas where hypsographs from SMHI48 
were also available. The two wb-variants (Eq. 2 
and Eq. 3) were also calculated for all coastal areas 
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and  compared with the values of DTA using linear 
 regression. All parameters were checked for normal-
ity before analysis and transformed where necessary. 
The morphometric data and DTA-values calculated 
from empirical data were used to obtain a new statis-
tical model of DTA using SMR. The procedure was the 
same as previously described.

Håkanson49 presented an algorithm for calcula-
tion of the area under the wave base in lakes based 
on the hypsographic shape, using the parameters 
A, Dmax and Vd, Eq. 4. Lindgren50 investigated 
whether that algorithm could also be used for coastal 
areas and when comparing the calculated values 
with values calculated from real hypsographs for 
541 Swedish coastal areas an r2-value of 0.87 was 
obtained. If an estimate of DTA can be calculated 
for a coastal area and no hypsographs are available, 
this equation may be used to obtain an estimate of 
BA. In this study it was used for comparison with 
the area values obtained by the real hypsographs for 
the 201 coastal areas.

A A D D
D D Vdbelowwb

wb

wb

Vd

= ⋅
−

+ ⋅ −







max

max
.

.

exp( )3 1 5

0 5

 (4)

Results
Morphometric data
Basic statistics for the morphometric parameters from 
the 69 focus areas are presented in Table 3 and the 
corresponding statistics for the morphometric param-
eters available in the extended dataset are presented 
in Table 4. Note that the former are based on data 
obtained using GIS-analysis while the latter are based 
on data from the Swedish Sea Registry. Tables 3 and 
4 show that in many cases the range of parameter val-
ues in the focus areas is not much less than in the 
large dataset.

evaluation of empirical bottom dynamic  
condition data
The sediment data from SGU enabled calculation of 
BA for 209 areas in total, Figure 2. These values may 
be of use in other scientific studies and are thus pre-
sented in Appendix A. The mean value of BA among 
all 209 areas is 27% and the corresponding median 
is 24%. Figure 2 shows that about 25% of the areas 

have a very low proportion of accumulation areas 
(BA , 5%). Above this value the distribution is quite 
even up to about BA = 55%. The results from the spa-
tial analysis displayed in Figure 3 show that areas with 
low BA-values are generally unsheltered and situated 
further out on the coast, while coastal areas with higher 
BA are mostly sheltered. This indicates that exposure 
to waves and the presence or absence of sheltering 
islands may be of importance for the bottom dynamic 
conditions in the investigated areas. Note that the 
boundaries of the focus areas were drawn according 
to the original sources, while the areas in Appendix A 
use boundaries from the Swedish Sea Registry.

The comparison of empirical BA-values from dif-
ferent sources, with exactly the same boundaries, 
shows quite remarkable differences, Table 5, yielding 
low correlation (r2 = 0.22). It was investigated whether 
any morphometric properties cause greater differences 
in the empirical values by trying to find correlation 
between the (transformed) CV values (CV = standard 
deviation/mean) and all other  parameters. A signifi-
cant correlation was found between the number of 
islands within the area (N) and CV (r = 0.37; P , 0.05; 
n = 33), ie, the two measurements of BA differ more 
in areas with many islands. The reason for this may 
be that the measurement process is more compli-
cated in areas with many islands.  Insulocity outside 
(InsO) showed a significant negative correlation with 
CV (r = −0.41; P , 0.05, n = 33), meaning that the 
more sheltered an area is, the smaller the difference 
between the data from the two sources. Considering 
the great differences between the empirical sources, 
mean values were used for the areas with more than 
one value in the following statistical analysis.

Statistical models of bottom dynamic  
conditions
The results of the linear correlation between the dif-
ferent morphometric parameters and the proportion 
of accumulation bottom areas (BA) are shown in 
Table 6. Here, only the parameters that show signifi-
cant correlation (P , 0.05; n = 69) have been included 
and only the parameter variant with best correlation. 
Many of the parameters that are related to the differ-
ent wave base approximations show high correlation 
with BA, which indicates that these approximations 
work quite well. Simple parameters like mean depth 
(Dm) and maximum depth (Dmax) also show high 
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correlation. This is a useful result since these param-
eters are available for all Swedish coastal areas in the 
Swedish Sea Registry.

The tests of the filter factor showed that the best 
correlation with BA is obtained using a line length of 
400 km and when using only openings with a cross 
sectional area over 100 m2 for MFf. A slightly lower 
correlation was found when the number of lines was 
reduced. The total filter factor length (FfL) shows 
higher correlation than both the filter factor and the 

mean filter factor. When only addressing the linear 
correlation with BA, the best filter factor variant (MFf, 
max length 400 km, opening size .100 m2) showed 
slightly better correlation (r = −0.43) than the best 
5 point alternative (5 points, 256 lines, max length 
100 km; r = −0.39). Although the 10-point filter fac-
tor alternative should give a more detailed representa-
tion of the area, compared to its 5-point counterpart, it 
does not yield higher correlation with BA. The other 
filter factor alternative, insulocity outside (InsO, %), 

Table 3. Basic statistics for the morphometric parameters calculated for all 69 focus areas.

Type parameter (unit) Min Median Mean Max
Length l (km) 3.3 23.5 27.5 71.1
Length L (km) 3.3 33.9 43.3 221.1
Length P (km) 4.4 27.3 31.0 77.9
Length W (km) 98.5 361.1 450.2 2806.1
Area/volume Atot (km2) 0.5 8.8 13.2 48.7
Area/volume A (km2) 0.5 8.3 12.6 46.8
Area/volume Ab (km2) 0.5 8.2 12.4 46.6
Area/volume Ab3 (km2) 0.1 1.4 1.9 9.5
Area/volume Au3 (km2) 0.4 6.5 10.4 40.1
Area/volume V (km3) 0.003 0.08 0.20 1.26
Depth Dm (m) 2.2 9.5 13.0 56.0
Depth O10 (m) 10.0 14.6 18.7 59.6
Depth Dmax (m) 7.1 30.6 36.6 107.7
Form/shape Vd 0.5 1.0 1.1 1.8
Form/shape DR 0.1 0.3 0.3 1.1
Form/shape xm (%) 1.2 5.3 5.7 13.3
Form/shape xm5 (%) 3.5 34.4 34.6 73.7
Form/shape xm10 (%) 0.4 12.4 15.0 46.6
islands Ai (km2) 0 0.2 0.6 4.5
islands im 0 0.02 0.06 0.45
islands ins (%) 0 2.7 3.9 21.4
islands li (km) 0 6.2 15.9 169.1
islands n 0 23 52.7 674
Wave base wb (m) 2.9 14.1 16.6 39.6
Wave base wb2 (m) 1.8 8.8 10.4 24.6
Wave base Owb (m) 7.6 19.5 23.4 73.7
Wave base Owb2 (m) 5.7 15.7 19.3 66.2
Wave base Awb (km2) 0.002 1.0 3.1 23.2
Wave base Awb2 (km2) 0.2 3.4 5.4 25.5
Openness Op (%) 1.1 9.3 12.7 58.3
Openness At (km2) 0.0002 0.014 0.037 0.401
Openness n 1 9 14.7 69
Openness n10 0 3 3.5 20
Openness n100 1 7 9.2 36
Openness ex 0.020 0.2 0.3 2.4
Openness Ff 0.008 7.6 67.4 1665.3
Openness MFf 0.01 0.8 6.0 109.0
Openness FfL 0.1 2 17.5 228
Openness 5p (m) 3.9e+05 2.4e+06 3.8e+06 2.4e+07
Openness 10p (m) 6.7e+05 4.6e+06 7.1e+06 4.1e+07
Openness insO 10 km (%) 0.2 25.7 30.4 82.0
Openness insO 30 km (%) 0.1 8.1 16.2 71.0
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showed the highest individual correlation with BA 
and performed better using a sector with r = 10 km 
instead of 30 km. In the study of the effect of slope it 
can be noted that the proportion of areas with a slope 
. 5% (xm5) showed slightly better correlation with 
BA than the corresponding parameter based on 10% 
and that both showed clearly better correlation than 
mean slope (xm).

Table 7 shows the results from the first stepwise 
multiple regression analysis. The final model yielded 
an r2 = 0.74 which is above the limit for what can 
be considered practically useful in coastal manage-
ment (r2-value . 0.65–0.70).43,51 A higher InsO (%), 
ie, more sheltering islands outside the area, results in 

less influence from waves and a higher BA.  Compared 
with other, more complex, descriptors of openness 
like the filter factor (Ff) and mean filter factor (MFf), 
calculation of InsO does not need bathymetric data. 
Inclusion of mean depth (Dm) is explained by shal-
low coastal areas on average being more affected 
by wave action, and hence having more ET-areas 
(and thus lower BA). Deep coastal areas also have a 
larger sediment trapping capacity.21 A higher average 
slope means larger areas with gravitationally induced 
sediment transport (ET-areas), but at the same time 
steeper slopes are more prevalent in coastal areas with 
larger mean depths (the two show a positive correla-
tion), which has the opposite effect. The last included 
parameter (5p) is a descriptor of openness and a 
higher value (more open) would increase the effect 
from waves and thus give a lower BA. The changed 
sign for xm from Table 6 to Table 7 is most likely 
not an error, but a result of partial internal correlation 
as will be discussed. However, when xm (and vari-
ants thereof) were excluded from the analysis the best 
model was: BA = 4.4 ⋅ sqrt(InsO) + 8.4 ⋅ ln(Dm) + 2.9 ⋅ 
ln(Au3) − 54.0. Here the area below 3 m (Au3, m2, 
ln-transformed) entered the model instead in the 
third step and the total r2-value was 0.67. Another 
option when parameters are internally  correlated is to 
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Figure 2. Distribution of BA values among 209 Swedish coastal areas.

Table 4. Basic statistics of the extended SgU data set 
(n = 182).

parameter Min Median Mean Max
A (km2) 1 13 27 266
At (km2) 0.0001 0.024 0.066 1.11
ex 0.0036 0.19 0.26 1.30
V (km3) 0.01 0.1 0.4 10.2
Dm (m) 1 9 11 52
Dmax (m) 3 34 39 116
Vd 0.3 0.9 0.9 2.8
DR 0.1 0.4 0.6 3.7
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The result of the stability test involving removing 7 
random areas (≈10%) 10 times is presented in Table 8. 
In such a test smaller CV values indicate a more sta-
ble model. Table 8 shows that the intercept and the 
last parameter (5p) vary to some extent (CV = 0.2), 
while the other model coefficients are fairly stable. 
The order of the model parameters is also always the 
same. Based on this, the overall interpretation of the 
stability test is that the model is quite stable.

Approximation of the critical depth
The approach used to calculate an estimated value of 
the critical depth from bathymetry and empirical val-
ues of BA seems to work quite well, since the areal 
extent of the areas below DTA in most cases coincides 
well with the empirical map of A-bottom areas, see 
examples in Figure 5. When studying the map data it 
was evident that ET-areas were sometimes also pres-
ent in deep areas, ie, below the critical depth. Slope 
maps obtained from bathymetry showed that a steep 
slope is sometimes, but not always, the cause of such 
occurrences. Since the total area under DTA is equal to 
the empirical value of A-areas, observations of ET-
areas under DTA were always accompanied by  A-areas 
above the critical depth, eg, in local bays or deep holes. 
Table 9 displays the morphometric parameters show-
ing the highest linear correlation with the estimated 
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Figure 3. Maps showing BA-values (%) for some Swedish coastal areas.

 combine the two into one new parameter.42 This was 
tried by combining Dm and xm in different ways. The 
best model using this option obtained an r2 = 0.70 with 
InsO selected first, then the Dm/xm-index and finally 
MFf. When only the 33 empirical data from the most 
recent measurements (SGU) were used, a model with 
r2 = 0.80 was obtained in three steps (F . 4) with 
InsO, Ab3 (bottom area shallower than 3 m) and xm 
as parameters. Ab3 entered the model instead of Dm, 
but the two are highly correlated (r = −0.95).

Figure 4 shows values of BA calculated using 
the model in Table 7 (BAmod) and using the model 
where Au3 replaced xm (BAmod2) versus empiri-
cal BA-values. This shows that for the areas with 
BA = 0, both models predict values that are too high. 
The first model (BAmod) also predicts one negative 
value (excluded from the figure), which naturally is 
not realistic.

The residual analysis of the model for the 69 
focus areas identified three areas with a standard-
ized residual just above 2σ (Hallstavik, Guövik and 
 Lagnöströmmen). These are all from the oldest and 
least reliable dataset, none of them are based on more 
than one value and they are all shallower than the 
average of all areas. Studying residuals and standard-
ized residuals showed no evidence of non-normality 
or dependence.
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DTA (ln-transformed). The mean depth (Dm) and the 
mean depth under the two wb-variants all show high 
correlation.

The best multiple regression model was: 
ln(DTA) = 0.64 ⋅ ln(Dm) + 0.065 ⋅ ln(Ff) + 0.96, (F . 4 in 
all steps). This model gave a relatively high r2-value 
(0.78) and could possibly be used for estimation of 
the critical depth for use in, eg, mass balance model-
ing. The inclusion of mean depth (Dm) is expected 
because it is a simple descriptor of bathymetry and 
the empirical estimates of DTA were obtained using 
hypsographs and empirical BA-values. A higher  filter 

factor value (Ff) means a more open area, more waves 
coming in and thus a deeper (larger) critical depth. 
Residual analysis confirmed that the underlying 
assumptions of the SMR were fulfilled. No  outliers 
(.3σ) were identified, but there were three cases 
with a standardized residual between 2–3σ. These 
areas (Hallstavik, Hargshamn and Lagnöströmmen) 
are all from the oldest, and most uncertain, dataset 
and are also all rather shallow. The result of the stabil-
ity test,  (removing ≈10% = 7 random areas 10 times), 
Table 10, shows that the model is more stable for 
changes of ln(Dm) than of ln(Ff), but all CV-values 
are low.

The results of comparing the two approaches to 
calculate wb for coastal areas (wb and wb2) with the 
modeled DTA (DTAmod) and the critical depth esti-
mated from empirical BA and bathymetry (DTA), are 
displayed in Figure 6. Here wb is on average 23% 
larger (ie, deeper) than DTA and wb2 is on average 
23% smaller than DTA. When studying the effect from 
the different wb approximations on BA, wb gives a 
total accumulation bottom area that is 32% smaller 
than the measured BA. The modified version, wb2, 
conversely gives a 20% larger total accumulation 
bottom area than the measured. When using the DTA-
model obtained in this paper, the total accumulation 
bottom area is only 3% higher than the measured.

The results of the DTA-calculation for the extended 
dataset, based on empirical BA-values and hypso-
graphs, gave a mean value of 19 m and a median of 
16 m. Estimation was possible for all 201 areas that had 
hypsographic information and values are presented in 
Appendix 1. The A-bottom area obtained from the wb 
estimates wb and wb2 and real hypsographs showed 
high correlation with the corresponding values calcu-
lated using Eq. 4 (r2 = 0.79 and r2 = 0.83). In both cases 
the used number of areas was n = 182 (but calculated 
using different wb depths). When summing the total 
A-bottom area calculated with Eq. 4 it was in some 
cases higher than the one obtained from hypsographs 
and in some cases lower. It is thus not possible to say 
if Eq. 4 over- or underestimates the calculated area.

Statistical modeling using the extended  
data set
By setting up linear correlation matrices it was found 
that BA was most correlated with Ex (r = 0.39) and 
At (r = 0.35), whereas DTA (ln-transformed) was most 

Table 5. Differences in empirical BA-values.

Area BA (%) 
persson/ 
Jonsson

BA (%) 
sGU

Abs  
Diff 
(%-units)

Solöfjärden 79 25.2 53.8
himmerfjärden 21 63.4 42.4
Stussviken 66 24.2 41.8
nassafjärden 42 7.0 35.0
Älgöfjärd 48 14.6 33.4
norrbyskär 28 0 28.0
norra Lilla Värtan 49 75.6 26.6
Skagsfjärden 32 8.2 23.8
gälnan 51 27.9 23.1
norrtäljeviken 38 55.0 17.0
Trälhavet 24 40.9 16.9
Ångermanfjorden 71 55.2 15.8
Bulleröfjärden 38 23.5 14.5
Tvären 59 46.4 12.6
edöfjärden 40 29.3 10.7
Träsköfjärden 39 29.2 9.8
Möja Söderfjärd 47 37.7 9.3
Kanholmsfjärden 47 56.0 9.0
Södra Lilla Värtan 45 52.9 7.9
Fjärdarna s. Vaxh. 36 28.2 7.8
Farstaviken 39 31.8 7.2
Fabriksviken 7 0 7.0
Rönnskär 7 0 7.0
Torsbyfjärden 50 44.7 5.3
Saltsjön 50 53.8 3.8
Östra Saxarfjärden 58 54.5 3.5
Baggensfjärden 45 42.2 2.8
Skatfjärden 41 38.3 2.7
Västra Saxarfjärden 41 43.2 2.2
näslandsfjärden 49 50.2 1.2
erstaviken 45 46.2 1.2
Vaxholmsfjärden 33 33.1 0.1
Kylören 0 0 0.0
Max 79 75.6 53.8
Mean 41.4 34.4 14.7
Median 42.0 37.7 9.3
Min 0 0 0
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correlated with DR (r = −0.77) and Dm (r = 0.49). 
Using SMR, the following statistical model for BA 
was obtained: BA = −69.5 ⋅ Ex0.3 −12 ⋅ ln(DR) + 60 
(F . 4 in all steps). A larger exposure means a more 
open area which yields a deeper critical depth and 
smaller A-areas. A larger relative depth (DR) means 
a larger and shallower area, which will enable resus-
pension over larger areas (lower BA). DR has also 
previously been found to correlate well with BA in 
lakes.15 The degree of explanation for the BA-model 
was rather low, (r2 = 0.31) but on the other hand 
the number of analyzed areas was high, (n = 182) 
and the significance therefore high (P , 0.000001). 
The obtained model for DTA (r2 = 0.65) was: 
ln(DTA) = −0.95 ⋅ ln(DR) −5.15 ⋅ Vd0.15 + 6.0 with 
F . 4 in all steps. This model also includes DR and 
another form parameter Vd. The stability tests indi-

cate that all model  parameters are stable with low 
CV values (Tables 11 and 12).

Discussion
Empirical studies of spatial sediment distribution in 
coastal areas are available from many parts of the 
world19,21,52,53 although not all of these relate to bottom 
dynamic conditions as defined here ie, focus on the 
fine cohesive sediment that is important for pollution. 
Many coupled wave, current sediment transport mod-
els have also been presented54–57 that can be utilized 
to model the spatial distribution of different sediment 
types. These models serve many purposes, but are 
often difficult to use for an uninitiated user. They also 
often require extensive input in terms of meteorologi-
cal and oceanographic forcing data, which make them 
less suitable for comparison of differences in the long 
term characteristic distribution of cohesive fine sedi-
ment (ie, bottom dynamic conditions) between many 
sites or coastal areas. For that type of comparison 
simpler models that focus on differences in morpho-
metric characteristics and wave climate between dif-
ferent sites and coastal areas are preferable. Only few 
models with such focus have been found27–29 and apart 
from the investigation by Persson and  Håkanson27 it 
has been difficult to find studies devoted to investigat-
ing the impact of morphometry on bottom dynamic 
conditions for whole coastal areas.

Table 6. Linear correlation between different morphometric parameters and bottom dynamic conditions (BA,%). 

parameter Transform r-value parameter Transform r-value
insO (10 km) Sqrt 0.68 ODm ^-0.9 −0.60
Awb2 ln 0.63 Ab3 ln −0.58
Dm ln 0.61 MFf ln −0.43
Dmax ln 0.57 5p ln −0.39
V ln 0.55 10p ln −0.38
Owb2 ln 0.54 DR ln −0.34
FfL ^-0.1 0.48 Ff ln −0.31
Au3 ln 0.46
xm5% – 0.45
xm10% Sqrt 0.43
Ab ln 0.39
A ln 0.39
im ^0.15 0.39
Atot ln 0.39
xm – 0.35
W ln 0.32
wb Sqrt 0.31

note: All values are significant at P = 0.05 (n = 69). Only the best variant of each parameter is presented.

Table 7. Results from first stepwise multiple regression 
analysis (n = 69), F . 4 in all steps.

step equation r2

1 BA = 5.3 ⋅ Sqrt(insO) + 5.9 0.46
2 BA = 4.3 ⋅ Sqrt(insO) + 11.6 ⋅ ln(Dm) – 15.8 0.64
3 B A = 4.5 ⋅ Sqrt(insO) + 18.1 ⋅ ln(Dm) – 2.5 ⋅ 

xm – 18.3
0.69

4 B A = 2.9 ⋅ Sqrt(insO) + 23.5 ⋅ ln(Dm) – 3.8 ⋅ 
xm – 7.1 ⋅ ln(5p) + 90.4

0.74
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Our results show agreement with the results by 
Persson and Håkanson27 and Bekkby et al,28 ie, that 
the morphometric properties of coastal areas can be 
used for prediction of bottom dynamic conditions. 
For the 69 focus areas the best statistical model 

yielded an r2-value of 0.74, which is above the lim-
its that can be considered practically useful for man-
agement purposes (r2 . 0.65– 0.70).43,51 It should be 
pointed out that the model is only valid within the 
range of the investigated areas (0.2 , InsO , 82.0%; 
2.2 , Dm , 56.0 m; 1.2 , xm , 13.3%; 3.9 ⋅ 105 
, 5p , 2.4 ⋅ 107 m) and should only be used outside 
that range with caution. Although the dataset used by 
Persson and Håkanson27 was quite different from the 
current dataset, both Dm and xm were also included 
in several of their best models. The other two param-
eters that are included here are new parameters intro-
duced by Lindgren32 and were thus not available at the 
time of the previous investigation. The current mod-
els are based on a greater number of areas (n = 69) 
than the previous investigation (n = 38). Furthermore, 
F is above 4 in all steps and the r2-values are consider-
ably higher.

The correlations and predictive power of the mod-
els must also be seen in the light of uncertainties in 
the empirical values of BA. For 33 of the 69 areas, 
mean values of BA based on two empirical values 
were used, but for the other 36 areas data was only 
available from one source. Our study of empirical BA 
values from different sources showed quite large dif-
ferences, with an average difference of 15%-units and 
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Figure 4. Modeled vs. empirical values of BA (%), n = 69.

Table 8. Results from stability tests, 7 areas removed 10 
times (n = 62, F . 4).

no n r2 Model parameters and coefficients
sqrt 
(InsO)

ln 
(Dm)

xm 5p Intercept

Original 69 0.74 2.9 23.5 −3.8 −7.1 90.4
1 62 0.74 2.8 25.3 −4.7 −8.5 111.9
2 62 0.72 3.0 24.4 −4.3 −7.0 89.3
3 62 0.72 3.1 24.0 −4.2 −7.2 91.8
4 62 0.74 3.1 25.1 −4.0 −6.1 72.4
5 62 0.70 2.7 24.8 −4.3 −8.2 108.5
6 62 0.73 2.5 24.4 −4.8 −9.9 138.4
7 62 0.73 3.4 23.3 −3.9 −6.4 78.8
8 62 0.70 2.9 24.3 −4.2 −7.4 94.6
9 62 0.73 2.7 23.6 −3.7 −6.9 87.0
10 62 0.68 3.1 24.6 −4.4 −7.3 93.0
Min* – 0.68 2.5 23.3 -4.8 -9.9 72.4
Mean* – 0.72 2.9 24.4 -4.4 -7.5 96.6
Max* – 0.74 3.4 25.3 -3.7 -6.1 138.4
cV* – 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.2 0.2

note: *The original model is not included in the statistical calculations.
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Figure 5. Maps showing measured A-areas (white) and areas under the estimated DTA (red) for Östra Saxarfjärden (left) and Möja Söderfjärd (right). © 
Lantmäteriet gävle 2011, grant i 2011/0100 and © Sveriges geologiska Undersökning.

Table 9. Morphometric parameters showing significant linear correlation (P , 0.05) with the ln-transformed estimated DTA-
value (n = 69).

parameter Transform r-value parameter Transform r-value
Dm ln 0.85 Ab3 ln −0.81
Owb2 ln 0.82 Odm ^–0.9 −0.80
Owb ln 0.79 DR ln −0.65
Dmax ln 0.76
xm – 0.71
xm5% – 0.71
At ln 0.66
wb Sqrt 0.64
wb2 Sqrt 0.63
V ln 0.61
W ln 0.53
n100 ln 0.49
e ln 0.49
Au3 ln 0.43
Ff ln 0.42
Op ln 0.40
MFf ln 0.36
Vd ln 0.36
n ln 0.36
A ln 0.33
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a maximum difference of 54%-units. A possible rea-
son for the observed differences could be that mea-
surements have been carried out over different time 
periods. Bottom dynamic condition measurements are 
to some extent affected by the prevailing wind condi-
tions in the time period preceding the measurements. 

This variability could lead to changes in the observed 
boundary between ET- and A-areas, but is unlikely to 
yield differences as large as those observed. Exami-
nation of the maps from the different measurements 
reveals that the two data sources mostly agree at the 
sediment sampling points; it is the areas between 
these points that differ in some cases. Differences in 
the density of investigation transects, the used swath 
width, navigational conditions and the complexity of 
bottom topography are other factors that may explain 
the differences in the obtained empirical determina-
tion of BA.

The BA model for the focus areas is based on four 
parameters. Of these the new parameter, InsO, shows 
the highest individual correlation with BA. InsO is 
quite easy to calculate and in contrast to other complex 
parameters like the filter factor and mean filter factor, 
calculation of InsO does not require any depth infor-
mation. Despite its name, InsO (= Insulocity Outside) 
also includes a small sector inside the investigated 
coastal area. The size of this inside part in relation to 
the total depends on the size of the coastal area, the 
position of the center point and the direction of the 
circle sector. A drawback with InsO is that placement 
of the center point and the orientation of the circle 
sector is not completely objective. It is often straight 
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Figure 6. Size of the different wb variants in relation to the modeled and empirical estimates of the critical depth (DTA).

Table 10. Stability test of the DTA model by removing 7 
areas 10 times (F . 4).

Test n r2 Model parameters and 
coefficients
ln(Dm) ln(Ff) Intercept

Original 69 0.78 0.64 0.065 0.96
1 62 0.77 0.61 0.073 1.00
2 62 0.80 0.63 0.056 1.00
3 62 0.77 0.63 0.067 0.97
4 62 0.76 0.62 0.054 1.04
5 62 0.80 0.65 0.063 0.94
6 62 0.80 0.69 0.071 0.82
7 62 0.78 0.63 0.067 0.99
8 62 0.80 0.62 0.081 0.96
9 62 0.78 0.63 0.062 0.98
10 62 0.79 0.65 0.060 0.93
Min* – 0.76 0.61 0.054 0.82
Mean* – 0.79 0.64 0.065 0.96
Max* – 0.80 0.69 0.081 1.04
cV* – 0.02 0.04 0.13 0.06

note: The original model is not included in the statistical calculations.
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InsO by the number of sectors used. Furthermore, the 
optimum radius of the sector may need further inves-
tigation. It is likely that the optimum value should 
be related to the size of the investigated areas. Both 
the investigation by Lindgren32 and the current study 
showed that for the coastal area size range investi-
gated (0.8 , A , 13.3 km2 for Lindgren32 and 0.5 , A 
, 46.8 km2 for the current investigation) a radius of 
10 km shows much higher correlation with BA than 
a 30 km radius. Persson and Håkanson27 observed 
higher correlations when separating coastal areas in 
direct contact with the sea from coastal areas inside 
an archipelago and they expressed the need to find 
more objective methods to make this separation. InsO 
is an example of a simple parameter that can possibly 
serve that purpose. Its inclusion may be one explana-
tion for the good result obtained in the current study, 
despite not separating the two area types. Mean depth 
(Dm) and mean slope (xm) were other parameters that 
entered the best model. These parameters also previ-
ously proved to be important for bottom dynamic con-
ditions in coastal areas27 and lakes.15,26 In a study from 
the coast outside Arendal in Norway, Bekkby et al28 
found that the distribution of soft sediment (similar to 
A-bottom areas) was primarily dependent on depth, 
terrain curvature and (modeled) current speed at the 
seafloor and that the prediction was only slightly bet-
ter when including current speed. They also included 
the slope at each specific point in their investigation, 
but this parameter did not feature in the best model. In 
another study by Bekkby et al,29 slope was identified 
as the single most important factor for identification 
of a rocky seabed. Slope calculations are dependent 
on the resolution of the bathymetric model, where 
a courser resolution generally gives a lower slope.58 
This was tested and for the investigated areas a dou-
bled raster resolution was found to increase the mean 
slope by only about 1%-unit. Several studies have 
shown that different algorithms for slope calculation 
perform differently and that these differences can be 
quite large.58–60 All slope calculations in the current 
investigation were performed using the 3D-analyst 
extension in ArcGIS 9.3 and according to Jones60 
that type of algorithm, which uses a 3 × 3 neighbor-
hood, performs well. The partial internal correlation 
between mean slope and Dm (although r , 0.75), is 
likely to be the reason for the change in sign that can 
be noted for xm from Table 6 to Table 7. A change of 

Table 11. Stability test of the extended BA model by removing 
18 areas 10 times (F . 4).

Test n r2 Model parameters and 
coefficients
ex0.3 ln(DR) Intercept

Original 182 0.31 −70 −12 60
1 164 0.32 −70 −13 60
2 164 0.31 −66 −14 56
3 164 0.31 −67 −13 59
4 164 0.30 −68 −12 60
5 164 0.29 −66 −12 58
6 164 0.28 −67 −12 59
7 164 0.30 −70 −12 61
8 164 0.29 −67 −12 59
9 164 0.34 −77 −14 63
10 164 0.31 −69 −12 60
Min* – 0.28 -77 -14 56
Mean* – 0.31 -69 -13 59
Max* – 0.34 -66 -12 63
cV* – 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03

note: *The original model is not included in the statistical calculations.

Table 12. Stability test of the extended DTA model by 
removing 18 areas 10 times (F . 4).

Test n r2 Model parameters and 
coefficients
ln(DR) Vd0.15 Intercept

Original 182 0.65 −0.95 −5.15 6.00
1 164 0.66 −1.20 −5.57 6.35
2 164 0.67 −1.19 −4.97 5.76
3 164 0.66 −1.19 −4.81 5.62
4 164 0.66 −1.20 −5.45 6.26
5 164 0.64 −1.12 −5.15 6.04
6 164 0.65 −1.15 −5.25 6.10
7 164 0.63 −1.10 −5.05 5.98
8 164 0.64 −1.11 −5.15 6.05
9 164 0.64 −1.14 −5.16 6.02
10 164 0.68 −1.22 −5.90 6.66
Min* – 0.63 -1.22 -5.90 5.62
Mean* – 0.65 -1.16 -5.25 6.08
Max* – 0.68 -1.10 -4.81 6.66
cV* – 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.05

note: *The original model is not included in the statistical calculations.

forward to orient the circle sector towards the sea (the 
direction where the most and the largest waves come 
from), but if the investigated area is open in many 
directions and lies in a region with high impact from 
many directions, it can be difficult. In such case a 
mean value can be calculated by allowing more than 
one sector for each area and then dividing the total 
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sign like this may at first seem illogical and look like 
a possible error. However in multiple regression the 
sign of a parameter may depend on other terms in the 
model and a change of sign does not mean that the 
regression is wrong.39–41 Although xm shows positive 
individual correlation with BA, much of that correla-
tion is due to the correlation between xm and Dm and 
the simultaneous high correlation between Dm and 
BA. In multiple regression the effects from these two 
parameters on BA are partially separated and then xm 
has a negative effect on BA, which was also the result 
in several other studies.27,29,61 The logical explanation 
for this may be the occurrence of slope induced ET-
areas. A changed sign may be an indicator of error 
introduced by multicollinearity if P-values are large 
and the coefficients are close to zero. In this case all 
P-values are very small and the coefficients are far 
from zero. Also, the internal correlation between the 
two parameters is not very high and F is far above 
4. So in this case the changed sign does not likely 
indicate error in the regression, but causes some dif-
ficulty in interpreting the causal relationship between 
mean slope and BA. Because of this, the role of slope 
in relation to bottom dynamic conditions needs to be 
investigated further.

The focus of the current paper is the influence 
of morphometry on bottom dynamic conditions 
and there are many other factors affecting bottom 
dynamic conditions that have not been accounted for 
here. Submerged plants (macrophytes) lower current 
velocities and thus generally increase sedimentation 
and decrease resuspension.62 If detailed data on Sec-
chi depth were available the extent of submerged 
plants could be estimated and included in the anal-
ysis. Benthic animals (zoobenthos) and microbes 
also affect sediment stability and thus transport and 
erosion.63 The sediment can, eg, be stabilized by 
secretes from benthic microbes and the grain size 
can be altered.64–66 With access to spatial data on deep 
water oxygen concentrations the absence of zooben-
thos could also be included in a GIS-analysis. When 
river action is large enough it can affect bottom 
dynamic conditions because currents from the river 
(and corresponding compensation currents) can cause 
resuspension, even below the critical depth. Sev-
eral areas in the SGU dataset, and some in the focus 
dataset, are affected by river action. When studying 
the bottom dynamic maps from the two focus areas 

influenced by the  largest rivers: River Norrström 
with a mean discharge of 175 m3 s−1 into Saltsjön47 
and River Ångermanälven with a mean discharge of 
450 m3 s−1 into Ångermanfjorden47 it is clear that the 
influence from river action is small. Increased salin-
ity also increases the resistance to erosion of cohe-
sive sediment.67,68 All but three of the focus areas lie 
in the brackish Baltic Sea where the salinity ranges 
from approximately 2 to 8 and the salinity differences 
between these areas are hence small. The larger dif-
ference in salinity between the Swedish west coast 
(salinities ranging between approx 15–30)36 and the 
Baltic Sea may possibly be of some importance. Tur-
bulence caused by ships (propeller wash) is another 
factor that can cause sediment erosion below the 
critical depth and thus affects bottom dynamic condi-
tions.69 Although this effect is local and only noticeable 
down to a certain depth, some of the areas in the focus 
dataset (Saltsjön, Norra Lilla Värtan and Södra Lilla 
Värtan) are located close to central Stockholm and the 
passage of large ships is frequent through these areas. 
Saltsjön and Södra Lilla Värtan have empirical esti-
mates of the critical depth at 18–19 m and Norra Lilla 
Värtan has an empirical DTA estimate of 12 m. In a 
study of Oslo harbor in Norway, Lepland et al69 found 
effects from propeller wash on the sediment down to 
depths between 21–23 m, so there may be a notice-
able effect of propeller wash in Saltsjön and Lilla 
Värtan. In Norra Lilla Värtan this effect may even be 
quite large locally. To assess whether this influence 
is large enough to affect the BA-values used and the 
analysis, the spatial extent of areas affected by ships 
must be studied. However, no such data were avail-
able, so estimation of the possible influence of pro-
peller wash was not possible. Wind direction, speed 
and duration have great effect on waves and hence 
also on bottom dynamic conditions. Furthermore it 
has been demonstrated that it is important to include 
meteorological conditions when predicting bottom 
dynamic conditions for large sea basins.30 In coastal 
areas morphometry is more important because there a 
more complex morphometry and frequent occurrence 
of islands restrict the fetch. Prevailing wind direc-
tions could be of special importance in coastal areas 
which have boundaries with adjacent areas in only 
one direction. To account for this Lindgren32 modified 
the filter factor, but did not obtain any improved cor-
relation with BA. Inclusion of wind could  possibly 
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increase correlation with BA, but it is not obvious 
how to best incorporate effects from wind together 
with morphometric properties in a statistical model. 
The morphometric parameters than have been used 
in this study can easily be calculated from maps and 
sea charts using geographic information systems. 
 Inclusion of typical wind conditions for each area 
would require site specific wind data which may not 
be as easily obtained as the morphometric parame-
ters and interpolation would likely be necessary. The 
investigated areas are non-tidal or have only low tidal 
amplitudes and morphometry should be an essential 
factor affecting bottom dynamic conditions in most 
non-tidal coastal areas. In areas highly affected by 
tides bottom dynamic conditions are strongly affected 
by tidal currents70–72 and morphometry thus plays a 
different role.

The model for estimating the critical depth should 
be seen as an alternative way to obtain a value of BA. 
The empirical DTA estimates that were used to develop 
the model were calculated from empirical BA-values 
and hypsographs. GIS-analysis showed that for many 
coastal areas the areas under DTA and empirically iden-
tified A-areas coincide well. However, the calculation 
of DTA was made possible by assuming that the deep-
est bottom areas are always only A-areas and in reality 
there may also be ET-areas in deep bottom areas (due 
to steep slopes and currents) and A-areas in more shal-
low bottom areas (eg, in sheltered embayments), see 
conceptual sketch in Figure 7. For one specific area 
a lower wave base (higher DTA-value) means more 
ET-areas and less A-areas, but when comparing many 
areas the relationship between the wave base and the 
depth distribution of each area, ie, the bathymetry, 

determines the proportion of the bottom being affected 
by waves and hence functioning as ET-bottom areas. 
A wave base of 10 m in a shallow coastal area like 
Fabriksviken (Dm ≈ 2.5 m, Dmax ≈ 7 m) means the 
area consists almost solely of ET-areas with a very 
small proportion of A-areas. The same wave base of 
10 m will have little effect on the bottom dynamic 
conditions in a deep area like Östra Saxarfjärden 
(Dm ≈ 30 m, Dmax ≈ 68 m). This illustrates the 
importance of accounting both for factors describing 
wave influence (like exposure and sheltering effects 
from islands) and factors relating to the effect waves 
have on the sediment (like depth and slope).

The statistical models developed in this paper are 
based on samples of coastal areas from the  Swedish 
coast and are hence, strictly, only valid for those 
areas. If the models are used in other areas, each 
included variable should be within the range that was 
used to obtain the model. The 69 areas in the smaller 
dataset include a wide morphometric range (of, eg, 
size, depth and openness) which many other Swedish 
coastal areas fall within. Although the extended data-
set may seem relatively regionally focused (Fig. 1), it 
includes nearly one third of all Swedish coastal areas 
(based on SMHI46,47). Many other coastal areas in the 
Baltic Sea, should fall within the wide morphomet-
ric range present in that dataset. The purpose of the 
investigation was to study general patterns in bottom 
dynamic conditions, the critical depth and factors 
affecting these two parameters. The statistical analy-
sis performed in this paper hopefully has contributed 
to clarifying such general patterns, and some causal 
relationships have been explored and discussed that 
may also be valid elsewhere.

Estimated DTA

DTA

A

ET

Reality

Wave base

A

A

A

Sheltered-
area

ET
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Figure 7. conceptual sketch illustrating some principal differences between the estimated DTA and reality.
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conclusions
Using data from Swedish coastal areas statistical 
models have been developed for prediction of bottom 
dynamic conditions and critical depth solely based on 
morphometric parameters. The best statistical model 
of the proportion of A-bottom areas (BA, %) yielded 
an r2-value of 0.74. Significant correlation was found 
between many morphometric properties of coastal 
areas and bottom dynamic conditions. The propor-
tion of sheltering islands outside the investigated 
area had the highest individual correlation with BA 
(r = 0.68). Mean depth (Dm) and mean slope (xm) 
were also important for bottom dynamic conditions 
among the investigated coastal areas. Classification 
of steep slopes using two static limits (5% and 10%) 
was tested, but although this gave better simple linear 
correlation with BA, mean slope still entered the best 
multiple regression model instead.

A comparison of empirical data on the proportion 
of accumulation areas from two independent sources 
covering 33 areas showed large differences for many 
areas with an average difference of 15 percentage units 
and a maximum difference of 54 percentage units. The 
linear correlation between the two empirical datasets 
was only r2 = 0.22. This suggests that the uncertainty 
in empirical bottom dynamic condition data is high.

New values of the proportion of accumulation areas 
(BA) have been presented for 209 Swedish coastal 
areas with a mean value of 27%. For 201 of these 
areas hypsographs were available, which enabled esti-
mation of the critical depth (DTA) as well. The mean 
value of DTA among these 201 areas was 19 m.
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supplementary Data
Appendix A
Proportion of accumulation bottom areas (BA, %) and estimated critical depth (DTA, m) for 209 Swedish coastal 
areas calculated using maps from SGU (© Sveriges geologiska undersökning) and boundaries, areas and hypso-
graphs from SMHI.47,48 Cover (%) describes the proportion of the area that was covered by the SGU-map data. 
Where values of DTA are missing, depth data are missing in the Swedish Sea Registry.47,48

HID name Basin cover (%) BA (%) estimated DTA (m)
Se634230-201605 Västerfjärden Bothnian Sea 94.3 0 10.0
Se634200-202033 Österfjärden Bothnian Sea 97.3 2.9 16.1
Se633870-202230 Fjärdgrundsområdet sek namn Bothnian Sea 98.5 0 25.0
Se633710-200500 Mjölefjärden Bothnian Sea 99.6 0 35.0
Se633460-195860 hörnefors området sek namn Bothnian Sea 99.4 0 27.0
Se633000-195000 Örefjärden Bothnian Sea 98.3 3.2 22.1
Se625900-174360 Bollstafjärden Bothnian Sea 96.6 44.8 21.4
Se625500-175153 Kramforsfjärden sek namn Bothnian Sea 85.8 53.9 18.3
Se625180-181655 gaviksfjärden Bothnian Sea 97.5 6.3 77.1
Se624870-175500 Ramöfjärden sek namn Bothnian Sea 98.5 25.7 39.4
Se624800-181030 grönsviksfjärden Bothnian Sea 98.0 0 64.0
Se624615-180500 Storfjärden Bothnian Sea 97.2 25.7 70.0
Se624335-180000 hemsösundet sek namn Bothnian Sea 73.1 2.2 –
Se623980-175600 Älandsfjärden Bothnian Sea 79.2 0 –
Se623810-180350 norra sundet Bothnian Sea 63.2 0 –
Se622860-173000 Klingerfjärden Bothnian Sea 83.9 30.8 18.4
Se622500-172430 Alnösundet Bothnian Sea 97.1 34.0 15.9
Se622339-172190 Sundsvallsfjärden Bothnian Sea 95.2 36.1 13.9
Se622126-172430 Draget Bothnian Sea 98.5 33.0 27.5
Se622000-172300 Svartviksfjärden Bothnian Sea 82.7 42.7 15.6
Se621855-174000 Sundsvallsbukten Bothnian Sea 98.9 6.7 83.6
Se604250-173000 Skutskärsfjärden sek namn Bothnian Sea 97.8 4.5 33.4
Se604200-171765 Yttre Fjärden Bothnian Sea 91.3 37.9 10.1
Se595000-185600 Vätösundet Bothnian Sea 91.8 49.2 10.1
Se594800-190655 n Lidöfjärden sek namn Bothnian Sea 61.3 15.8 –
Se594800-190220 Björköfjärden Bothnian Sea 85.8 44.8 10.4
Se594845-191240 havssvalget Baltic Proper 98.9 7.6 38.1
Se594670-185500 norrtäljeviken Baltic Proper 89.7 33.6 10.1
Se594590-190600 Tjocköfjärden Baltic Proper 93.9 7.1 28.9
Se594384-185542 Åkeröfjärden Baltic Proper 68.4 45.3 –
Se594275-191000 granhamnsfjärden Baltic Proper 97.0 6.4 41.1
Se594260-185580 Längfjärden Baltic Proper 77.0 9.7 –
Se594100-185690 Ålandsfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 95.1 19.5 15.4
Se594000-190500 gräsköfjärden Baltic Proper 99.2 9.1 23.9
Se593920-191440 Vidingefjärden Baltic Proper 99.0 13.4 27.5
Se593860-192000 nätfjärden Baltic Proper 96.0 0 41.0
Se593820-185500 Blidösund Baltic Proper 97.4 13.8 16.0
Se593750-184900 Yxlaområdet Baltic Proper 96.7 38.3 10.9
Se593750-183962 Bergshamraviken Baltic Proper 95.7 33.5 4.0
Se593500-191660 nö Kobbfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 98.9 7.7 37.3
Se593500-190000 Svartlögafjärden Baltic Proper 98.8 4.8 30.2
Se593460-184890 Skatfjärden Baltic Proper 97.6 36.8 6.9
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(Continued)

HID name Basin cover (%) BA (%) estimated DTA (m)

Se593300-183600 norrfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 98.0 29.6 16.7
Se593180-191280 Kobbfjärden Baltic Proper 99.5 21.0 47.5
Se593080-184500 gälnan Baltic Proper 98.5 29.7 8.9
Se593000-192000 Ormskärsfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 91.8 6.1 42.7
Se593000-190500 Kallskärsfjärden Baltic Proper 98.9 14.2 42.0
Se592790-183000 Östra Saxarfjärden Baltic Proper 99.1 52.5 22.4
Se592650-182815 Västra Saxarfjärden Baltic Proper 99.0 40 20.7
Se592640-184500 Träsköfjärden Baltic Proper 96.9 22.9 7.0
Se592605-182310 Trälhavet Baltic Proper 98.7 42.4 20.2
Se592600-181600 Säbyvik Baltic Proper 94.7 52.4 7.8
Se592600-181135 Kyrkfjärden Baltic Proper 97.5 88.4 1.9
Se592575-181770 Överbyfjärden Baltic Proper 96.2 47.6 9.0
Se592547-182720 Lindalssundet Baltic Proper 96.8 25.1 20.6
Se592515-182020 Kodjupet Baltic Proper 95.9 52.8 5.1
Se592500-185000 Möja västerfjärd Baltic Proper 98.2 33.1 42.8
Se592468-182000 norra Vaxholmsfjärden Baltic Proper 98.1 39.7 10.8
Se592435-182400 Rindösundet Baltic Proper 98.8 42.3 8.8
Se592420-182210 Södra Vaxholmsfjärden Baltic Proper 97.0 34.8 15.3
Se592400-184400 Skagsfjärden Baltic Proper 95.6 6.6 15.5
Se592400-181860 Tallaröfjärden Baltic Proper 92.8 60.4 5.0
Se592400-180800 Stora Värtan Baltic Proper 98.7 63.3 6.9
Se592315-182620 Solöfjärden Baltic Proper 95.3 23.7 24.3
Se592290-181600 Askrikefjärden Baltic Proper 98.9 32.4 21.8
Se592280-183550 Sandöfjärden Baltic Proper 98.7 28.7 24.2
Se592245-184400 Sollenkrokafjärden Baltic Proper 97.2 0 61.0
Se592200-180625 Tranholmenområdet sek namn Baltic Proper 97.2 74.5 6.4
Se592135-182700 Torsbyfjärden Baltic Proper 99.0 45.7 20.3
Se592090-185125 Möja söderfjärd Baltic Proper 95.7 23.1 54.5
Se592040-184000 Älgöfjärden Baltic Proper 95.4 14.0 17.4
Se592000-190500 Björkskärsfjärden Baltic Proper 98.8 3.1 45.9
Se592000-184700 Kanholmsfjärden Baltic Proper 99.0 54.4 51.6
Se592000-181015 Lilla Värtan Baltic Proper 99.2 57.4 17.6
Se591920-180800 Strömmen Baltic Proper 96.4 57.3 8.9
Se591910-185600 Rödkobbsfjärden Baltic Proper 98.5 23.0 20.5
Se591905-185275 eknösundet Baltic Proper 97.9 9.3 51.2
Se591815-182670 grisslingen Baltic Proper 96.4 54.6 10.0
Se591800-181360 Skurusundet Baltic Proper 95.5 48.8 10.4
Se591790-185500 getholmsfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 95.5 0 44.0
Se591760-181955 Baggensfjärden Baltic Proper 99.2 43.5 20.6
Se591755-183895 Breviken Baltic Proper 95.5 7.9 24.4
Se591755-182800 Lagnöström Baltic Proper 95.1 52.6 4.1
Se591745-182250 Kolström Baltic Proper 78.9 56.7 –
Se591655-183200 Tranaröfjärden Baltic Proper 93.6 30.3 10.5
Se591500-185300 Brandfjärden Baltic Proper 97.7 11.2 10.2
Se591400-182320 erstaviken Baltic Proper 99.4 45.3 23.7
Se591330-184225 Kalkkobbsfjärden Baltic Proper 98.3 19.2 29.1
Se591300-182800 ingaröfjärden Baltic Proper 99.1 31.3 27.3
Se591280-182070 Kalvfjärden Baltic Proper 93.8 71.2 3.8
Se591200-183600 nämdöfjärden Baltic Proper 98.7 29.6 52.6
Se591175-185000 Bulleröfjärden Baltic Proper 97.3 10.6 6.0
Se591160-182400 Ällmorafjärden Baltic Proper 98.0 24.0 12.1
Se591090-182300 Vissvassfjärden Baltic Proper 94.6 50.2 8.2
Se591050-182740 gränöfjärden Baltic Proper 96.9 13.7 27.0
Se591050-182320 Åvaviken Baltic Proper 98.9 46.4 10.4
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(Continued)

HID name Basin cover (%) BA (%) estimated DTA (m)

Se590835-183000 Jungfrufjärden Baltic Proper 99.2 39.6 48.5
Se590730-183763 norrfjärden Baltic Proper 97.2 17.7 16.2
Se590700-174145 hallsfjärden Baltic Proper 93.6 28.6 15.6
Se590665-184210 Biskopsfjärden Baltic Proper 95.7 8.0 6.6
Se590635-182120 Sandemars fjärd sek namn Baltic Proper 97.2 21.3 13.8
Se590550-174540 Kaggfjärden Baltic Proper 96.1 78.6 9.0
Se590500-182000 Fäglaröfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 96.7 7.9 33.7
Se590400-174090 näslandsfjärden Baltic Proper 93.6 51.0 10.0
Se590385-180890 horsfjärden Baltic Proper 95.6 60.2 5.0
Se590200-173765 Stavbofjärden Baltic Proper 91.1 69.6 3.1
Se590148-183625 norstensfjärden Baltic Proper 98.6 9.1 34.8
Se590000-183000 hanstensfjärden Baltic Proper 97.2 13.4 41.7
Se590000-174400 himmerfjärden Baltic Proper 98.7 64.9 13.1
Se585500-180500 Mysingen Baltic Proper 98.5 31.5 29.4
Se585400-173870 gälöfjärden Baltic Proper 95.5 62.5 5.7
Se585345-174950 Fällnäsviken Baltic Proper 94.4 92.1 1.0
Se585200-174000 Fifängsdjupet Baltic Proper 98.4 41.8 14.6
Se585200-173600 Fägelöfjärden Baltic Proper 95.1 69.7 3.6
Se585200-173430 Trosafjärden Baltic Proper 87.1 41.0 2.6
Se585170-175445 nynäsviken Baltic Proper 94.6 87.6 2.9
Se585145-175690 gärdsfjärden Baltic Proper 97.4 0 34.0
Se585075-173130 hällsviken Baltic Proper 95.8 11.3 18.0
Se585040-173535 gillsviken Baltic Proper 94.8 31.2 6.3
Se585000-174600 Svärdsfjärden Baltic Proper 98.2 50.9 15.8
Se584960-175280 Dragfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 91.1 78.1 3.0
Se584905-172980 Skettnefjärden Baltic Proper 94.7 15.3 12.5
Se584870-174310 Asköfjärden Baltic Proper 98.5 22.0 22.0
Se584840-175400 Konabbsfjärden Baltic Proper 97.7 0 50.0
Se584820-172920 gunnarbofjärden Baltic Proper 92.3 9.9 13.4
Se584695-175315 S Konabbsfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 98.2 0 35.0
Se584600-173200 gupafjärden Baltic Proper 97.0 19.9 20.7
Se584520-172495 Tvären Baltic Proper 97.4 42.8 16.2
Se584435-170450 Mellanfjärden Baltic Proper 90.2 59.4 1.9
Se584434-170260 Stadsfjärden Baltic Proper 88.4 54.5 1.9
Se584430-170665 Sjösafjärden Baltic Proper 86.9 44.9 1.6
Se584420-172515 Ringsöfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 96.3 15.0 16.9
Se584400-172270 Dragviksfjärden Baltic Proper 94.5 0 16.0
Se584390-172085 Kräkfjärden Baltic Proper 96.0 0 22.0
Se584333-172895 Bergöområdet Baltic Proper 92.5 0 17.0
Se584227-171600 Risöområdet sek namn Baltic Proper 93.1 0.9 17.0
Se584215-170800 Aspafjärden Baltic Proper 94.5 19.1 7.0
Se584085-171600 Örsbaken Baltic Proper 98.4 7.9 30.0
Se584065-171200 Ålöfjärden Baltic Proper 97.9 8.2 18.9
Se583970-170280 Marsviken Baltic Proper 96.0 14.2 10.5
Se583900-170800 Furöområdet sek namn Baltic Proper 92.2 0 31.0
Se583900-162500 inre Bråviken Baltic Proper 98.0 54.5 6.9
Se583875-170270 Sillöfjärden Baltic Proper 96.8 16.6 17.8
Se583825-163500 Mellersta Bråviken Baltic Proper 98.5 32.7 15.6
Se583755-163200 Ållonöfjärden Baltic Proper 95.9 33.1 1.5
Se583730-164501 Yttre Bråviken Baltic Proper 98.6 34.7 20.3
Se583730-162500 Svensksundsviken Baltic Proper 97.8 19.1 2.7
Se583370-165290 Bosöfjärden sek namn Baltic Proper 96.4 14.3 10.8
Se560205-143545 Sölvesborgsviken Baltic Proper 97.2 0 6.0
Se560200-143175 Valjeviken Baltic Proper 96.4 0 7.0
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(Continued)

HID name Basin cover (%) BA (%) estimated DTA (m)

Se555950-142740 Tostebergabukten Baltic Proper 98.8 0 10.0
Se555685-142290 Landöbukten sek namn Baltic Proper 99.6 0 11.0
Se572838-115515 Läddholmsviken Kattegatt 93.2 0 6.0
Se572980-115576 Stallviken Kattegatt 93.8 0 8.0
Se573044-115355 Risö-Säröarkipelagen Kattegatt 96.6 0 14.0
Se573100-115580 Skörvallaviken Kattegatt 88.8 0 4.0
Se573173-115587 Maleviken Kattegatt 96.4 0 3.0
Se573322-115478 Kräklingeområdet Kattegatt 96.2 0 14.0
Se573500-115150 Askims fjord Kattegatt 96.5 0 25.0
Se573547-114617 Styrsö- Vrångöområdet Kattegatt 92.2 0 23.0
Se573657-114572 halsviken Kattegatt 88.1 0 7.0
Se573797-114618 Brännö- Styrsöområdet Kattegatt 89.7 0 16.0
Se573860-115000 Asperöfjorden sek namn Kattegatt 94.0 0 22.0
Se574000-114230 Dana fjord Kattegatt 98.0 27.2 17.8
Se574050-114780 Rivö fjord Kattegatt 95.9 44.2 6.9
Se574330-114000 Stora Kalvsund Skagerrak 96.1 11.9 18.5
Se574370-114250 Björköfjorden Skagerrak 97.2 46.3 11.4
Se574630-113940 Källö fjord Skagerrak 98.0 47.2 10.9
Se574650-114360 nordre Älvs fjord Skagerrak 98.4 39.0 6.2
Se574870-113795 Sälö fjord Skagerrak 96.6 48.8 7.0
Se575340-113000 Marstrandsfjorden Skagerrak 97.6 36.5 28.8
Se575500-113750 Älgöfjorden Skagerrak 96.1 48.6 6.4
Se575700-114240 hake fjord Skagerrak 97.2 50.3 8.4
Se575747-113237 Klädesholmenområdet Skagerrak 85.0 0.2 16.0
Se580025-113168 Skärhamnområdet Skagerrak 88.5 8.2 13.0
Se580325-113500 Stigfjorden Skagerrak 94.7 37.9 8.3
Se580338-112901 Kråke fjord Skagerrak 92.8 0 28.0
Se580500-112970 Lyresund Skagerrak 94.2 0.8 33.1
Se580500-114725 Askeröfjorden Skagerrak 94.9 46.6 7.3
Se580530-112700 s Käringöfjorden inre skärgård Skagerrak 94.5 22.8 10.4
Se580550-112460 Käringöfjorden Skagerrak 98.7 0.6 31.1
Se580610-113615 Kalvöfjorden Skagerrak 95.7 24.6 2.7
Se580650-113000 Boxvike kile Skagerrak 73.6 24.4 –
Se580688-114860 halsefjorden Skagerrak 98.2 43.6 9.9
Se580765-112501 n Käringöfjorden inre skärgård Skagerrak 93.7 4.0 11.2
Se580860-114560 Tången området Skagerrak 92.6 0 17.0
Se581120-112680 ellösefjorden Skagerrak 91.6 27.4 10.1
Se581200-112960 Malö Strömmar Skagerrak 88.9 0 13.0
Se581260-113220 Koljö fjord Skagerrak 96.8 45.0 10.7
Se581260-115280 Ljungs kile Skagerrak 98.8 49.6 10.5
Se581338-112332 grundsundsområdet Skagerrak 95.4 0 18.0
Se581365-112910 Snäckedjupet Skagerrak 89.8 0 11.0
Se581450-113140 nordströmmarna Skagerrak 85.9 9.2 7.2
Se581520-113750 Borgilefjorden Skagerrak 97.2 49.2 17.3
Se581540-114000 Kalvöfjord Skagerrak 98.3 39.6 14.0
Se581570-113040 getevikssund Skagerrak 90.4 24.0 10.6
Se581700-113000 gullmarn centralbassäng Skagerrak 98.1 47.6 31.4
Se581740-114820 havstensfjorden Skagerrak 99.1 48.0 13.3
Se581748-112411 Saltö fjord Skagerrak 96.8 15.4 21.3
Se581853-112736 Trälebergskile Skagerrak 86.6 0 10.0
Se582000-112350 Yttre Brofjorden Skagerrak 97.3 36.4 21.6
Se582000-115270 Byfjorden Skagerrak 97.5 39.9 18.5
Se582040-112157 Slaholmen området Skagerrak 90.0 0 3.0
Se582147-111771 Kungshamn s skärgård Skagerrak 92.0 3.4 28.1
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(Continued)

HID name Basin cover (%) BA (%) estimated DTA (m)

Se582150-112530 Brofjorden Skagerrak 95.6 35.4 12.0
Se582210-111880 hovenäset området Skagerrak 91.6 20.8 13.3
Se582230-112255 Åbyfjorden Skagerrak 96.4 46.8 10.2
Se582500-113890 Saltkällefjorden Skagerrak 96.0 57.0 12.7
Se582630-113515 Färlevfjorden Skagerrak 95.2 52.8 7.9
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